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Time series 1: Central England Temperature 



Time Series 2: NINO3 

time (years)

climexp.knmi.nl

http://climexp.knmi.nl
http://climexp.knmi.nl


Time series 3: 
Global mean surface temperature



The climate system is a periodically forced stochastic strongly 
nonlinear dynamical system  

Origin of Climate Variability? 
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Artist’s view of Climate Variability

Period (years)

‘Energy’

1. Sharp peaks
2. Continuous (red) background

3. Elevated energy in certain frequency bands



Example: Sea surface temperature 
variability
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Spectra of Sea Surface Temperature



Red spectrum
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Null Hypothesis of Climate Variability



Large scale patterns of climate variability

ENSO
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Sea surface temperature  (SST) 27/11/97



Annual mean  SST 

Cold tongueWarm pool



SST  anomaly 27/11/97

El Nino

NINO3

NINO3: SST  anomaly  in the Eastern Pacific (Box average: 
150W - 90W; 5S - 5N)

~



NINO3

El Nino~

La Nina~

El Nino variability



Observation network (TAO-TRITON)

Measured:   temperature  down to  200 m depth
  surface wind and pressure

http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/jsdisplay/
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/jsdisplay/


SST anomalies 
Jan 1997- Sep 1998 



Ingredient 1:  Wind response to SST anomalies

Warm Cold 

L H

ocean ocean

atmosphere atmosphere

A positive SST anomaly induces: 
        a westerly (towards the east)  wind anomaly

  west of the SST anomaly 

U’ >  0 U’ < 0 

T’ >  0 T’ <  0



Annual mean  winds 

trade winds 

H
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SOI = pressure anomaly  
(Tahiti - Darwin)

Correlation of Sea Level Pressure anomalies with those in Darwin (* 10)

The Southern Oscillation 



NINO 3 > 0  --> SOI < 0 (Weak trades)
NINO 3 < 0   --> SOI > 0 (Strong trades)

SOI

NINO3

Connection between El Nino and the Southern 
Oscillation: ENSO



Ingredient 2: Effect of winds on the ocean,  
   upwelling & thermocline slope

Stratification 

east

west

thermocline

upwelling

Stronger trade winds induce: 
 - more upwelling 
 -  a larger slope in the thermocline



Subsurface ocean observations  12/96

Thermocline

west east

depth

Anomalies with
respect to annual
average



Subsurface ocean observations  12/97

Thermocline

Anomalies with respect
to the annual average 

west east



Ingredient 3: Equatorial ocean wave dynamics 
Jan 1996 - Oct 1999

Sea surface height
anomalies

SST
anomalies



NINO3: SST -anomaly  in the Eastern Pacific (Box average: 
150W - 90W; 5S - 5N)

SOI: Pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin

Characteristics of ENSO: SST/SLP 

El Nino~

NINO3

Southern Oscillation



Context of  ENSO: mean state 

Annual Mean SST  

Largest SST anomalies 
located in the region of the cold 

tongue

Spatial structure: 

Cold tongue/Warm pool
cold tongue

warm pool



Context of  ENSO: seasonal cycle 

Seasonal Cycle: 
Annual period in eastern

Pacific 

Maximum SST amplitude in Nov-
Dec

time
Equatorial quantities



Context of ENSO: low-frequency
modulations  

Connection to the extratropics? 

(SST)

NINO3



Main issues

 A theory of ENSO should identify the physical processes 
determining: 

 The spatial patterns of ENSO in the ocean and the atmosphere

 The dominant (interannual) time scale of ENSO
 The irregularity of  ENSO variability 
 The phase locking to the seasonal cycle

 The spatial pattern of the Tropical Pacific mean state 
 The SST propagation characteristics of the seasonal cycle 
 The low-frequency variations of  ENSO



High-resolution 
ocean/atmosphere models

Energy Balance 
Models

IPCC-AR4 Global 
Climate Models

Conceptual Models

# Scales

# Processes

Earth System Models of 
Intermediate Complexity 

(EMICs)

Climate Box Models

Intermediate Complexity 
Ocean/Atmosphere models

0D

1D

2D

3D

Spatial 
Dimension

Climate Model Hierarchy



Dynamical (model) hierarchy for ENSO

Reduced (ad hoc) models

Intermediate Coupled Models
(ICMs)

Hybrid GCMs

Coupled GCMs

Observations
realism

understanding

Ex. Zebiak-Cane 
model

Ex. HADCM3 
model

Ex. Delayed oscillator 
model

OGCM + Stat. Atm



Intermediate coupled model (ICM)

coupling strength: 

µ
(‘amount of wind stress per SST anomaly’)



Ocean reduced gravity model

thermocline



Equatorial waves



Equatorial waves

Spectrum 

Hermite polynomials



Propagation of equatorial waves in a shallow-water 
model



Ingredient 3: Equatorial ocean wave dynamics 
Jan 1996 - Oct 1999

Sea surface height
anomalies

SST
anomalies

Kelvin: E -> W
Rossby: W-> E 

Wind changes induce:
- individual K/R waves 
- basin wide adjustment

Equatorial ocean wave dynamics 



Bjerknes’ feedbacks 

Thermocline feedback Upwelling feedback Zonal advection feedback

SST-equation: 



The annual mean state

arises through coupled feedbacks 

equator

cold water

‘external wind’

thermocline

 External wind induces weak 
upwelling and slight slope in the 
thermocline

 Coupled feedbacks generate the 
cold tongue/warm pool structure

The spatial pattern of the Tropical Pacific mean state



Stability of the  annual mean state

Annual mean state can become unstable to 
oscillatory perturbations 

µ
Hopf bifurcation: ENSO mode  

T 
- 3

0 

Cold tongue temperature T - 30 thermocline

wind upwelling

period ~ 4 years

The dominant (interannual) time scale of ENSO

coupling strength: 
(‘amount of wind stress per SST anomaly’)



Stability of the  annual mean state: 
origin of the Hopf bifurcation

The dominant (interannual) time scale of ENSO

Origin equatorial wave dynamics

Origin SST  adjustment



The ENSO mode 
wind
anomaly

SST 
anomaly

thermocline
anomaly

east

north

Spatial patterns:  background state
Period: ocean wave dynamics + SST adjustment

The spatial patterns of ENSO in the ocean and the atmosphere



The wave oscillator 

Typical h(eq) anomaly field

~1 month ~6 months



The recharge oscillator 



Effect of seasonal cycle: phase locking 

Linear mechanism: seasonal variation in coupling strength 

Warm Kelvin wave Cold Rossby  wave

h, Nino3

h, Nino3

No peaking 
Possible in Summer

Peaking  possible in 
Winter

The phase locking to the seasonal cycle



ENSO irregularity

Strongly nonlinear 
deterministic dynamics

Weakly nonlinear 
stochastic dynamics

The dominant (interannual) time scale of ENSOThe irregularity of  ENSO variability

'Supercritical view' 'Subcritical view'



Winding Number: 

Arnold tongues Devil’s staircase

K = 1

Bak et al. (1983)

Nonlinear synchronization mechanism: 
entrainment of external frequency 

The irregularity of  ENSO variability: Supercritical



Zebiak-Cane model results

0.3: 3 ENSO’s every 10 year; 0.33: 1 ENSO every 3 year

(controls upwelling feedback)

Devil's Terrace



Excitation of the ENSO mode: wind-stress 
noise products

The dominant (interannual) time scale of ENSOThe irregularity of  ENSO variabilityThe irregularity of  ENSO variability: Subcritical

Only applied over the NINO4 region 160E-150W, 5S-5N



White noise response: ZC model



Red noise response: ZC model

Low-frequency noise component has the largest impact 
on ENSO variability



Non-normal growth

Stochastic optimal: pattern of the forcing to maximize 
variability in NINO3

heat 
flux

wind
stress

Short time development in ZC model

wind
stress

SST



Stochastically forced ZC model



Summary

 The ENSO phenomenon can be understood within a 
(weakly) nonlinear framework of equatorial ocean/
atmosphere dynamics

 The oscillatory nature of ENSO derives from an a coupled 
internal mode of the Tropical Pacific climate system  
involving coupled feedbacks and (ocean) wave dynamics

 ENSO irregularity can be induced by both stochastic 
processes and deterministic chaos and it depends on the 
background state which one is dominant.  


